#558 The Reagan/Regan-Bush Habitation of Devils – The Truman Exorcist’s U-238 and Pu239 Double Atomic Bombs, and Babylon the Great is Fallen, is Fallen
Daniel 2:38 (KJV) And wheresoever the children of men dwell, the beasts of the field and the
fowls of the heaven hath he given into thine hand, and hath made thee ruler over them all.
THOU [Babylon] ART THIS HEAD OF GOLD.
Daniel 2:39 (KJV) And after thee shall arise ANOTHER KINGDOM INFERIOR TO THEE
[Media-Persia], and another THIRD KINGDOM OF BRASS [Alexander the Great’s Greece],
which shall bear rule over all the earth.
Revelation 13:2 (KJV) And THE BEAST [out of the Sea] WHICH I SAW WAS LIKE UNTO A
LEOPARD, and HIS FEET WERE AS THE FEET OF A BEAR, and HIS MOUTH AS THE
MOUTH OF A LION: and THE [Great Red] DRAGON [Satan] GAVE HIM [the Beast out of
the Sea] HIS POWER, AND HIS SEAT, AND GREAT AUTHORITY. [The Beast’s power,
seat, and authority ultimately and symbolically reside at the 132-room White House.]
Through the combination of Daniel 2:38-39 and Revelation 13:2 (above), it was seen in the
previous Unsealing that The Truman Exorcist’s two atomic bombs – the U-238 Hiroshima
atomic bomb of August 6, 1945, and the Pu-239 Nagasaki Media-Persia atomic bomb of August
9, 1945 – are a part of Revelation 18:2.
Key Understanding #1: Babylon the Great is fallen, is fallen. As concerns the words in
Revelation 18:2 of Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of devils,
we have now learned that the U-238 and Pu-239 double atomic bombs of August 6, 1945,
and August 9, 1945, are attached to the first part – Babylon the great – and the last part – is
become the habitation of devils.
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Key Understanding #2: Is fallen, is fallen. It is thus clear that it is more than mere
coincidence that the double atomic bombs of U-238 and Pu-239 are attached to the first part
of those words – Babylon the great – and the last part of those words – is become the
habitation of devils – while the middle portion of those words reads is fallen, is fallen. In
short, the Lord has attached The Truman Exorcist’s U-238 August 6, 1945, and Pu-239
August 9, 1945, double atomic bombs to is fallen, is fallen.
Revelation 18:2 (KJV) And he cried mightily with a
strong voice, saying, BABYLON THE GREAT IS
FALLEN, IS FALLEN, AND IS BECOME THE
HABITATION OF DEVILS, and the hold of every foul
spirit, and a cage of every unclean and hateful bird.
[Note: This is slightly advanced, but sets up
understandings about 9-11. The atomic bombs were the
ultimate revenge on Japan for its surprise attack on Pearl
Harbor. 9-11 was likened to a second Pearl Harbor, (i)
because of the nature of the attack (a surprise attack), (ii)
the fact that the attack occurred on U.S. soil, and (iii) the
similar and substantial number of lives lost. The point is
that while ‘Babylon the Great is fallen, is fallen’ is
attached to the atomic bomb revenge on Japan for the first
Pearl Harbor, so too is ‘Babylon the Great is fallen, is
fallen’ attached to the second Pearl Harbor, the 9-11
attack on the Twin Towers – 1 World Trade Center and 2
World Trade Center.]
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